
During the Gothic period, Leonardo Fibo-
nacci of Pisa (1180-1240) established the 
foundations of theoretical geometry. Back 
then, the masters of building were archi-
tects, artists and engineers at the same 
time. Geometry strongly influenced their 
artistic work. Unfortunately, little is passed 
down about their knowledge, because the 
architects did not write.

The Gothic period stands figuratively for the 
complexity of architecture and its research 
culture. Architecture refers to many parti-
cipating disciplines such as construction, 
materials sciences, building physics, so-
ciology, fabrication technology, computer 
science, geometry, arts, architectural history 
and theory. It is significant, that these dis-
ciplines are interlinked in planning, design 
and realization processes of architecture. 
Compared to other sciences this is certainly 
one of the reasons why the development of 
a research culture in architecture is more 
difficult.

The international conference aims to dis-
cuss topics and methods in architectural 
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research, focusing on their cross-discipli-
nary interrelations and their relevance to 
the design process itself. We are interested 
to see approaches to the development of a 
research culture in architecture. This con-
ference will identify research topics and 
methods, encourages a research discourse 
and provides impulses especially for young 
researchers.

The cross-disciplinary interrelations will be 
debated through invited keynote lectures, as 
well as presentations of papers and posters, 
which have been accepted by our scientific 
committee. The invited experts from acade-
mia and practice will showcase pioneering 
projects and developments from various 
fields of architectural research. Additionally, 
the topics will be discussed at round tables.
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Keynote speakers:

In addition to the keynote lectures, we invite students, doctoral students, academics, rese-
archers, professors and practising architects to participate in this conference. In this call for 
papers we invite you to submit abstracts for papers, presentations and posters. Topics inclu-
de, but are not limited to:

Call for abstracts:

Construction / material / practice:

Architectural theory and design methods:

Support structures, facade concepts, timber-constructions, timber-concrete-composite const-
ruction, concrete structures, sustainable building, space concepts, modular building, building 
components and connections, 3D modelling, architectural geometry, digital fabrication, ...

Perception and design, spatial concepts, performance-oriented design, neuro-architecture, 
history and design, reflection of methods, representation as design method, representation 
and simulation, algorithmic and generative processes, parametric design concepts, …

In the spirit of our conference theme, we suggest that you discuss your investigations within the 
wider context of architectural research. 

Questions could be:

-  Are the interrelations between material and form   
 in architecture changing?
-  How can sustainability bring disciplines together?  
-  How is the role of geometry changing in the archi- 
 tectural design processes?
-  How is human perception considered in your 
 research?
-  Which kind of representations can help to visuali- 
 ze the design methods in architecture?
-  How did historical research affect architecture at  
 its time?
-  How can architectural history have an impact on   
 architectural design today?
-  How does the filter bubble affect research & practice?

-  How does practice benefit from architectural 
 research?
-  What can new theories of embodiment and 
 neuroscience bring to architectural design?
-  Does your technological research consider 
 society issues?
-  How does your research address human chal-  
 lenges such as migration, demographic changes  
 and climate change?
-  Is the role of technology in architecture changing? 
-  How do we evaluate the performance of architec-  
 ture?
-  What is the impact of machine learning and artifi- 
 cial intelligence on architecture? 



The scientific committee will evaluate submitted abstracts based on the originality of the to-
pic, the clarity of the used research methods and the presentation, under consideration of the 
diverse research aspects.
Abstracts will be accepted either for presentation in the form of a 15-minute talk, or a poster 
on display for the duration of the conference. All accepted abstracts (talks and posters) will 
be distributed in a booklet during the conference. A limited number of the accepted abstracts 
will be invited to develop their work into full research papers for publication in a book after the 
conference. 

What to submit?

-   extended abstract for blind reviews in English: 
 between 600 and 1000 words
-   max. 2 images with captions, 
 3-5 references
-   the abstract should follow the structure: 
 title, introduction, research, 
 conclusion, references, keywords     

 The abstract should be supplied as pdf or word document.

Abstract

On https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=rca2018 or mail to: rca2018@architektur.uni-kl.de

Where to submit?

11th June:  Deadline for submission of abstracts  
02nd July:  Notification of acceptance abstracts
15th July:  Submission of the revised abstracts   
Until
22th July:   Early registration with reduced fee
From 
23th July – 
01st Sept.:  Registration with regular fee
27th – 
28th Sept.:  Conference
2019:   Publication of selected papers 

Dates: Fees:
Early registration 
Participants:   150 euro
Full time students:    75 euro

Registration 
Participants:   180 euro
Full time students:    90 euro

If you want to register as a student, it is 
required that you send a proof of enrol-
ment to: rca2018@architektur.uni-kl.de
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